A Gentle Introduction To Arrowe Park By A Poor But Happy Golfer!

Short hole bending gently to the left, but tricky opener due to out of bounds left and right. Usually a short iron in, but
beware the catch bunkers left and right. Subtle green gives opportunities for a good putter.

Tight dogleg left which needs a well judged drive. Out of bounds on left, throughout hole. Drive is made to look tighter by
pond, but there’s more space right than you might originally think! A well placed drive will leave a reasonably short iron
into a welcoming green guarded by bunkers left and right. Don’t over-club as out of bounds waits closely at the back.

First of the long par fours. Out of bounds is tight on the left, but many ‘safer’ drives end up too far right and are blocked
out by the trees. Keeping drive tighter to left will leave a clear shot to green. Any under-hit second is met by two bunkers
lurking forty yards short. Read the green carefully – some tricky borrows.

Beautiful Par 3 tucked in a tree lined crescent. Out of bounds left, but shouldn’t worry any reasonably straight drive.
Green is guarded by two bunkers left and one right. Putting can be tricky as green falls from back.

Tough par 4. A good drive should reach the wider part of the fairway, although trees right and out of bounds left can be
intimidating on the tee. Big hitters will still struggle to find the green with their next stroke , while lesser mortals will play

down as far as possible to leave a short iron into the green. A large fairway bunker shouldn’t come into play, but often
does! Green is guarded by bunkers left and right, and out of bounds at the back.

A wide fairway beckons, with out of bounds continually down left, but many drives seem to fade right bringing trees and
rough into play. A large dip in the fairway can halt the progress of a poorly hit ball. The green is guarded by bunkers left
and right. Reasonably benign green that allows good putters to attack.

The championship tee is tucked very closely to tree edge here, which leads many drives to leak out right and bring trees
into play. A well struck draw is recommended. Out of bounds down left side throughout hole only tends to come into play
towards the green. The green is again guarded by bunkers left and right but correct club choice should see putts for par.
Be aware this is the last time you’ll play a par 4 until the 14th. hole!

Again, a beautifully situated par 3. Wind can affect club choice here – be careful as tee is sheltered. Two bunkers guard
left green and the Captain’s Charity Bunker guards right (50p please!). Green is elevated so any slightly errant approach
will slide off the green. Tricky putting due to slope from back.

Beautiful Par 5 laid out in front of you, sweeping gently uphill. Should be straightforward as long as you are hitting
straight! Trees line both sides of the wide fairway for the length of the hole and are definitely best avoided. Certainly if
played well offers a birdy opportunity. Green is guarded by bunkers left and right. Long green – check pin position for club
choice.

